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Benefit Corporation Law and Governance
Pursuing Profit with Purpose
by Rick Alexander

There is currently no single work that covers the theory and practice of benefit
corporation law, even though legislation has now been adopted by 32 US
jurisdictions. There are already 3,000 benefit corporations in the United
States, and the number of companies, as well as the number of investors, is
increasing.

The book is primarily intended to explain to lawyers why their clients may want
this form, how to help them opt in, and then how to operate—although it’s also
intended to be usable by interested non-lawyers. It includes a context setting
discussion of the CSR movement, and how traditional corporate law conflicts
with the general move to responsible corporate governance. The appendices
—forms for converting to benefit corporation status, comparison of different
statutes, decision-making rubric, and more—will be particularly helpful to both
practitioners and the DIY crowd—including start-ups that are really trying to
reduce legal costs.

Author Bio

Frederick H. Alexander is counsel at Morris Nichols Arsht & Tunnell and is a
member of the Delaware Corporate Counseling Group, which focuses on
corporate governance and transactions. Rick also serves as Head of Legal
Policy at B Lab, a non-profit organization dedicated to the promotion of
responsible business practices. Rick has been recognized as one of the 10
most highly-regarded corporate governance lawyers worldwide by The
International Who’s Who of Corporate Governance Lawyers and selected by
The Best Lawyers in America as Delaware Corporate Law Lawyer of the Year
and Delaware Mergers & Acquisitions Lawyer of the Year. He has been
named one of the 500 leading lawyers in the United States by the Lawdragon
guide, and is listed in Chambers USA: America’s Leading Lawyers for
Business.

Berrett-Koehler Publishers
On Sale: Oct 16/17
6 x 9 • 256 pages
9781523083589 • $49.95 • cl
Bus & Econ / Bus Law

Notes

Promotion
AUDIENCE
 -  Attorneys
 -  B Corps
 -  Social entrepreneurs
 -  Socially conscious executives
 -  Law and business professors

MARKETING AND PUBLICITY HIGHLIGHTS
+ National publicity outreach to mainstream business
media and green/SRI-type media-in the past couple of
years stories on benefit corporations have been run by
Forbes, NPR, The New Yorker, Inc., Entrepreneur,
Stanford Social Innovation Review, and more, plus
legal publications, blogs, and websites
+ Promotion and sales in conjunction with Alexander's
speaking
+ Co-marketing with B Lab-launching at their 2017
Champions Retreat
+ Textbook promotion to business law professors
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Competing Values
The Card Game
by Jeff DeGraff and Staney DeGraff

The Competing Values Card deck is a great, immersive experience for
organizations. The card deck helps teams sort themselves into the quadrants
of the Innovation Code model, and then uses the included and ancillary
materials so participants can learn more about their teams. Armed with this
knowledge teams will be able to take and leverage the concepts of
competition and collaboration in their organizations. Get ready to get a whole
room of people up, moving around, and talking to each other without resorting
to questions about everyone's favorite ice cream flavor.

Author Bio

Jeff DeGraff is both an advisor to Fortune 500 companies and a professor at
the Ross School of Business at the University of Michigan. His simultaneously
creative and pragmatic approach to making innovation happen has led clients
and colleagues to dub him the “Dean of Innovation.” He has written several
books, including Creativity at Work, Leading Innovation, Innovation You, and,
most recently, Making Stone Soup. Jeff’s thoughts on innovation are covered
by Inc., Fortune, and Psychology Today to name a few. He has a regular
segment on public radio called The Next Idea.

Staney DeGraff is the CEO of Innovatrium Institute for Innovation, a laboratory
and consulting firm with multiple locations. Her research is focused on
quantifying the commercial and social value of innovation. She has a MBA
and a MS in Computer Science and Engineering from the University of
Michigan.

Berrett-Koehler Publishers
On Sale: Aug 7/17
2.50 x 3.50 • 56 pages
9781523094349 • $20.95 • pb
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Notes

Promotion
AUDIENCE
 -  Readers of The Innovation Code
 -  Trainers and consultants using the book
 -  Product development leaders
 -  Executives looking to increase innovation

MARKETING AND PUBLICITY HIGHLIGHTS
Promotion in conjunction with The Innovation Code:
-  Media outreach to major business outlets, print, and

online
-  Digital marketing campaign by Target Marketing

(www.targetmktng.com/)
-  Social media promotion through Linkedin (165,031

followers-Jeff is a LinkedIn Influencer) and Twitter
(19,500 followers)
-  Email promotion to Jeff's list (27,000+ opt-in

subscribers) and on his web site (jeffdegraff.com/)
-  Sales in association with Jeff's many speaking

engagements-Jeff is represented by Big Speak (www.
bigspeak.com/speakers/jeff-degraff/)
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Get to the Point!
How to Sharpen Your Message and Make Your Words Matter
by Joel Schwartzberg

In Joel's Schwartzberg’s ten-plus years as a strategic communications trainer,
the biggest obstacle he's come across—one that connects directly to
nervousness, stammering, rambling, and epic fail – is that most speakers and
writers don’t have a point. They typically just have a title, a theme, a topic, an
idea, an assertion, a catchphrase, or even something much less.

A point is something more. It’s a contention you can propose, argue, defend,
illustrate, and prove. A point offers a position of potential value. “Global
warming is real” is not a point. “Scientific evidence shows that global warming
is a real, human-generated problem that will have a devastating
environmental and financial impact” is a point. When we have a point, our
influence snaps into place. We communicate belief, conviction, and urgency.
This book shows you how to identify your point, leverage it, stick to it, and sell
it, and how to train others to identify and successfully make their own points.

Author Bio

Joel Schwartzberg is Senior Director of Strategic and Executive
Communications for the American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals (ASPCA), Joel has been teaching public presentation skills for
corporate and individual clients for over a decade, including American
Express, Comedy Central, The Brennan Center for Justice, The Council for
American Islamic Relations,, The American Jewish Council,, and The
American Society of Mechanical Engineers. His personal essays have
appeared in The New York Times Magazine, Newsweek, The New York Daily
News, The New York Post, Parents.com, Babble.com, as well as the
anthologies Chicken Soup for the Soul and The Good Men Project.

Berrett-Koehler Publishers
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5.50 x 8.50 • 144 pages
9781523094110 • $22.50 • pb
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Notes

Promotion
AUDIENCE
 -  Communication professionals
 -  Marketing, sales, and branding professionals
 -  Anyone who has to make a public presentation
 -  In-house and independent trainers
 -  Professional and life coaches

MARKETING AND PUBLICITY HIGHLIGHTS
-  National business media outreach, including to

media where Joel has been quoted in the past or had
connections: Time, The New York Times, Newsweek,
The New York Daily News, Inc., Success, The
Huffington Post, U.S. News & World Report, as well as
personal success and business blogs and podcasts
-  Grassroots media outreach to Joel's extensive

network of media professionals at Time Inc., Viacom,
PBS, and elsewhere
 -  Bulk sales to Joel's organizational clients
-  Promotion on Joel's website: http://joelscorp.wixsite.

com/joelschwartzberg
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The Influence Effect
A Woman's Guide to Winning at Work
by Kathryn Heath, Jill Flynn and Mary Holt

It’s pure myth that women need to be more aggressive in order to succeed.
Since the time when Sheryl Sandberg’s Lean In was first published in 2013,
one thing has become strikingly clear: leaning in simply isn’t enough to turn
the tide. To the contrary, studies show that imitating male behavior doesn't
translate to professional advancement for women. The distinctive missing link
is influence.

In every industry, from private equity investing to network television, women
are underrepresented at the top and under-paid across the board and
throughout their careers. The gap in the literature about what puts women
ahead is influence—the capacity to have an impact on agendas and
outcomes. Influence is more important to the women we work with than power
itself.

The Influence Effect focuses on building influence that will enable women to
gain traction in their careers and to achieve the advancement they deserve.
The tools in this book are geared to help women rise above the politics of
business and succeed on their own terms by achieving greater influence.
Women have goals they want to achieve and ideas they can champion
through change, and influence is the currency they need to make that happen.

Author Bio

Kathryn Heath, Ph.D., is a Founding Partner at Flynn Heath Holt Leadership.
She serves as a developer of leadership programs, coach, and training
designer.

Jill Flynn, M. Ed., is a Founding Partner at Flynn Heath Holt Leadership, and
specializes in creating and implementing company-specific pipelines for high-
potential women.

Berrett-Koehler Publishers
On Sale: Nov 6/17
6 x 9 • 216 pages
9781523082766 • $34.95 • cl
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Notes

Promotion
AUDIENCE
 -  Female leaders and corporate executives
 -  Corporate Board members
 -  Human Resource leaders
-  National and regional women's' industry groups and

training, research and development organizations

MARKETING AND PUBLICITY HIGHLIGHTS
+ $30,000 marketing and publicity promotion
+ National publicity campaign targeting The Wall Street
Journal, CNBC, CNN, New York Times, Washington
Post, Training Magazine, Success, and BusinessWeek

+ Articles in Harvard Business Review and on HBR.org

+ Online publicity targeting bizwomen.com,
careerbuilder.com, monster.com, and
career/workplace bloggers
+ Corporate and organizational bulk sales through
Fortune 500 companies, training at least 6,000 people
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The Innovation Code
The Creative Power of Constructive Conflict
by Jeff DeGraff and Staney DeGraff

From years of research and practical experience as a consultant, Jeff DeGraff
has learned that when it comes to any innovation initiative, disharmony is
crucial. We innovate when we disrupt, and we first have to disrupt each other.

DeGraff identifies four contrasting types of innovators. There’s the wild
experimentation of The Artist, the pragmatic caution of The Engineer, the
urgent competitiveness of The Athlete, and the patient community-building of
The Sage. He includes exercises so readers can find where they fit into this
framework, and shows how to build, manage, and embrace the dynamic
discord of a team that contains all four types. When you combine the visionary
thinking of The Artist and the practical thinking of The Engineer, you get
innovation that’s both revolutionary and manageable, highly ambitious without
high risk. When you combine the results-oriented attitude of The Athlete with
the values-oriented attitude of The Sage, you get innovation that’s both a good
investment and good for the world. This is a profound but highly accessible
guide for achieving breakthrough solutions by utilizing the full—and seemingly
contradictory—spectrum of innovative thinking.

Author Bio

Jeff DeGraff is both an advisor to Fortune 500 companies and a professor at
the Ross School of Business at the University of Michigan. His simultaneously
creative and pragmatic approach to making innovation happen has led clients
and colleagues to dub him the “Dean of Innovation.” He has written several
books, including Creativity at Work, Leading Innovation, Innovation You, and,
most recently, Making Stone Soup. Jeff’s thoughts on innovation are covered
by Inc., Fortune, and Psychology Today to name a few. He has a regular
segment on public radio called The Next Idea.

Staney DeGraff is the CEO of Innovatrium Institute for Innovation, a laboratory
and consulting firm with multiple locations. Her research is focused on
quantifying the commercial and social value of innovation. She has a MBA
and a MS in Computer Science and Engineering from the University of
Michigan.

Berrett-Koehler Publishers
On Sale: Aug 7/17
6.13 x 9.25 • 192 pages
9781523084760 • $34.95 • cl
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Notes

Promotion
AUDIENCE
 -  C-Suite Executives
 -  Project/team managers
 -  Startups and incubators

MARKETING AND PUBLICITY HIGHLIGHTS
 -  $75,000 marketing and publicity budget
-  Media outreach to major business outlets, print and

online-DeGraff is a columnist for Inc, HuffPost,
Fortune, and Psychology Today, and has a segment
called The Next Idea on Michigan NPR. He's appeared
on CNN, CNBC, Fox Business and Bloomberg, and
has been quoted in a variety of publications, including
The Wall Street Journal, USA Today, Fortune, and
Forbes
-  Digital marketing campaign by Target Marketing

(www.targetmktng.com/), including Google adwords
campaign, outreach to Amazon top reviewers, online
events, and content marketing initiatives
-  Social media promotion through Linkedin (165,031
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Leadership from the Inside Out
Becoming a Leader for Life
by Kevin Cashman

This book was the first to reveal and build on a foundational insight: we lead
by virtue of who we are. Cashman’s trademark “whole-person” approach is
essential to success in today’s talent-starved marketplace and provides a
measurable return on investment. Framed in seven simple yet profound
personal “mastery areas,” this book serves as an integrated coaching
experience that helps leaders understand how to harness their authentic,
value-creating influence and elevate their impact as individuals, in teams, and
in organizations.

The third edition contains updated content in the first three chapters—
Personal Mastery, Purpose Mastery, and Interpersonal Mastery (the most
foundational chapters in the book) and includes a new chapter, Story Mastery:
Leading with Inspiration. This chapter deepens comprehension of authenticity,
provides a more significant sense of meaning and purpose, and inspires more
profound interpersonal connection. For everyone from CEOs to emerging
leaders, this long-awaited third edition advances the art and science of
leadership and is even more relevant today than when it was first published.

Author Bio

Kevin Cashman is Senior Partner, CEO and Executive Development,
KornFerry International. He is also the founder of the Chief Executive Institute,
referred to as the Mayo Clinic of executive development by Fast Company
magazine. He also founded LeaderSource, which joined KornFerry in 2006.
He is the author of six books. He has been featured in The Wall Street
Journal, Chief Executive, Human Resource Executive, Fast Company,
Strategy & Leadership, Oprah, CNN, National Public Radio and other national
media.

Berrett-Koehler Publishers
On Sale: Oct 16/17
7.38 x 9.25 • 240 pages
9781523094356 • $34.95 • pb
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Notes

Promotion
AUDIENCE
 -  Leaders
 -  Executives
 -  Coaches
 -  Managers

MARKETING AND PUBLICITY HIGHLIGHTS
 -  $25,000 marketing and publicity budget
-  National media campaign to business media and

bloggers
-  Promotion in conjunction with Cashman's speaking

events at industry conferences, graduate business
schools, and corporate venues
-  Social media campaign focusing in particular on

LinkedIn, where Cashman has 4,000 followers and
has established the Transformative Leadership Group,
a targeted group of about 2000 senior executives and
seasoned HR professionals
-  Corporate bulk sales through author's clients and

contacts and BK's buyers list and BK enewsletter list
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The Memo
Five Rules for Your Economic Liberation
by John Bryant, foreword by Jim Clifton

At long last, Bryant lays out five simple rules to provide a path to economic
liberation for anyone in any situation. The Memo provides a simple path from
financial literacy and mindset shifts to ownership, positive relationships and a
completely new attitude towards money. In a provocative exploration of the
intersections of race and class, John Hope Bryant preaches the definitive
conclusion that in order to be free, one must be economically liberated.

Those who suffer from poverty haven’t gotten “the memo” – until now. For
decades, John Hope Bryant has reached out to the underserved in our "Free
Enterprise" system. Through Operation HOPE, Bryant has reached tens of
thousands of people. In this work, he’s found that most problems that stem
from racism are directly linked to economic slavery. The five rules are spelled
out clearly: readers must begin with embracing the “free” in free enterprise,
shift their mindset, build relationships, switch from working a job to actively
creating value from within, and realizing that you can never be truly wealthy
without hope.

Author Bio

John Hope Bryant is an American financial literacy entrepreneur and
businessman. Bryant is the founder, chairman and CEO of nonprofit Operation
HOPE, member of the President’s Advisory Council on Financial Capability,
co-founder of Global Dignity, co-founder of the Gallup-HOPE Index, He is an
advisor to business and government and author of bestselling books on
economics and leadership. He served as the vice chair on the U.S.
President’s Advisory Council on Financial Literacy and as the chairman of the
Committee on the Underserved.

Berrett-Koehler Publishers
On Sale: Sep 4/17
6.13 x 9.25 • 144 pages
9781523084562 • $34.95 • cl
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Notes

Promotion
AUDIENCE
 -  Middle-class and blue collar workers
 -  Church leaders
 -  Small business leaders
 -  Entrepreneurs
 -  Students and teachers of African-American studies

MARKETING AND PUBLICITY HIGHLIGHTS
+ $50,000 marketing budget
+ National TV & radio interviews: CNBC, MSNBC, Fox,
CSPAN-Book TV, Steve Harvey, NPR, urbanradio.com

+ National publicity targeting Economist, TIME, Black
Enterprise, Ebony, BusinessWeek, The Atlantic,
Forbes, Fortune, Stanford Social Innovation Review,
New York Times, Journal of Philanthropy, Nonprofit
World
+ Online publicity targeting buzzflash.com, truthout.
com, care2.com, alternet.com, and huffpost.com
+ Promotion in conjunction with author speaking
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The Mood Elevator
Take Charge of Your Feelings, Become a Better You
by Larry Senn

Mood swings are a common, almost universal experience—especially in a
world as full of unpredictable, uncontrollable changes and chances as ours.
People know they have good and bad moods, but most have never thought of
them as an emotional elevator they ride, nor have any influence over. Perhaps
they’ve even tried to suppress their moods, and refuse to acknowledge the
ride at all.

Larry Senn implores readers to take our changing moods seriously, and ride
the mood elevator, which can help us all be more effective leaders and greatly
impact our personal lives. At the top floors, we find ourselves to be grateful,
wise, creative, resourceful and hopeful. At the bottom, we can be depressed,
angry, stressed, judgmental and defensive. The Mood Elevator provides a
framework and a series of simple pointers and illustrative stories that help
readers see that without taking the full ride, we can’t access the top floor
moods without remembering that we have to build up from the bottom.

The Mood Elevator shows us that we create our own moods through our own
thinking and, in the end, have control over the direction we head. The book
provides simple steps for anyone to quickly change their thinking to create
better emotional states based on their environments.

Author Bio

Larry Senn received his undergraduate degree in Industrial Engineering and
his MBA from UCLA. He received his Doctorate in Organizational Behavior
from USC, where he taught leadership. His firm, Senn Delaney has worked
with over 100 Fortune 500 CEOs and their organizations, as well as hundreds
of other CEO’s teams in 40 countries around the world.

Berrett-Koehler Publishers
On Sale: Aug 14/17
5.50 x 8.50 • 216 pages
9781523084616 • $26.95 • pb
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Notes

Promotion
AUDIENCE
 -  Personal growth & self-help readers
 -  Leaders
 -  HR Profressionals
 -  Coaches

MARKETING AND PUBLICITY HIGHLIGHTS
 -  $30,000 marketing and publicity budget
-  National publicity campaign targeting T+D, Success,

Wall Street Journal, Investor's Business Daily,
Bloomberg BusinessWeek, Harvard Business Review,
Fast Company, Forbes, Fortune, and syndicated
business columnists at daily newspapers
-  Online publicity campaign to business websites and

leadership bloggers, including 800ceoread.com,
Fortune.com, Forbes.com, and Inc.com
-  Promotion in conjunction with author's monthly

speaking engagements
-  Online promotion via Culture University Blog,

Facebook, and LinkedIn
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The New Leadership Literacies
Thriving in a Future of Extreme Disruption and Distributed
Everything
by Bob Johansen

A rapid and massively disruptive shift from centralized to distributed
organizations has already begun. But current leadership practices were
designed for large centralized organizations, making them increasingly
obsolete. Bob Johansen, who has been projecting future trends from Silicon
Valley since 1968, outlines five literacies leaders need to develop to cope with
this brave new world.

Johansen says leaders need the literacy of projecting themselves into the
future and “looking backwards” to make sure they are preparing for potential
new developments. They have to cultivate the literacy of voluntarily engaging
with their fear in a safe way, using simulations and gaming, so they can
immerse themselves in the things they’re worried about and deal with them.
Distributed leadership is a third vital literacy—leaders need to know how to
guide organizations that have no center, grow from the edges, and can’t be
controlled. In a globalized world they must master multimedia leadership—the
literacy of having presence and influence even when they’re not physically
present. And finally, to stay on top of all this they need the literacy of creating
positive energy: leaders have to be extremely fit, physically and mentally, to
keep their own energy and that of their organizations high to cope with this era
of extreme disruption. Johansen presents dramatic and mind-expanding
examples of how forward-looking organizations are developing these literacies
and offers readers sage advice on how to cultivate them.

Author Bio

Bob Johansen is a distinguished fellow at The Institute for the Future. He has
done workshops at a wide range of corporations, including P&G, Kellogg's,
Disney, Intel, Walmart, Syngenta, Johnson & Johnson, UPS, McKinsey,
General Mills, and McDonald's. Major universities, nonprofits, and churches
also use his books.

Berrett-Koehler Publishers
On Sale: Sep 5/17
6.13 x 9.25 • 240 pages
9781626569614 • $39.95 • cl
Bus & Econ / Leadership

Notes

Promotion
AUDIENCE
 -  Top leaders and top leadership teams
 -  Leadership and executive development programs

MARKETING AND PUBLICITY HIGHLIGHTS
-  National publicity campaign targeting Bloomberg

BusinessWeek, Harvard Business Review, Economist,
Fast Company, Forbes, Fortune, The Futurist and
syndicated business columnists at daily newspapers
-  Online publicity campaign to business websites and

bloggers
-  Promotion in conjunction with the author's 10

workshops or speeches per month, ranging in size
from top executive groups of 20-60 to large audiences
of 200-3,000
-  Grassroots promotion through Institute for the

Future's (IFTF)
-  Textbook adoption promotion through email

marketing and exhibiting at the Academy of
Management Conference
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The Power of Having Fun
How Meaningful Breaks Help You Get More Done
by Dave Crenshaw

Fun is something you have to earn, right? You work hard, and then maybe
once a year you get to enjoy yourself on a vacation. And after a lifetime of this
you retire and finally do what you want. Dynamic speaker and consultant
Dave Crenshaw calls this the culture of WISH: you slave away and hope it will
be Worth It Someday, Hopefully. And it’s all wrong.

Crenshaw shows that by putting fun first—carefully scheduling enjoyable,
meaningful and refreshing breaks throughout your day, week, month, and year
—not only will you be happier, you’ll be a lot more productive too. Fun has the
power to turn your life into a WIN—what you do will feel like it’s Worth It Now.
Using real-world examples, thought-provoking exercises, and a healthy dose
of wit, Crenshaw details a five-stage process that has helped thousands of
people discover their personal “oases”—specific actions and activities that
they find renewing and energizing—and make them a priority. Readers will be
delighted to find a book that lowers their stress, raises their results, and
restores recess to their routine.

Author Bio

Dave Crenshaw is the founder of Invaluable Inc., a coaching and training
corporation that has helped transform thousands of businesses around the
world. He is the author of three books, including the bestseller, The Myth of
Multitasking. His courses on Lynda.com have been viewed by millions.

Berrett-Koehler Publishers
On Sale: Sep 19/17
5.50 x 8.50 • 192 pages
9781523083534 • $26.95 • pb
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Notes

Promotion
AUDIENCE
 -  Self-help and time management readers
 -  HR Professionals
 -  Leaders

MARKETING AND PUBLICITY HIGHLIGHTS
-  National media outreach, including to media where

Dave has been quoted in the past: Time, Fast
Company, USA Today, and the Washington Post, as
well as Inc., Success, Entrepreneur, The Huffington
Post, Monster.com,
-  Outreach to bloggers overseen by a PR company

specializing in blog tours
-  Radio campaign overseen by a pay-per-interview

PR company
 -  Facebook-focused content marketing campaign
-  Promotion by Dave to his personal network: 10,000

+ name email list, 14,000+ Twitter followers, 1800 You
Tube subscribers, 5,000 Facebook followers
-  Promotion in conjunction with Dave's speaking
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Raise Capital on Your Own Terms
How to Fund Your Business without Selling Your Soul
by Jenny Kassan, foreword by Ro Khanna

Too many entrepreneurs, particularly mission-driven ones, try to avoid raising
capital, assuming that they can’t offer the kind of returns they think investors
demand. Or they’re worried that investors will end up taking control of the
business. But an under-financed business is a nightmare for the entrepreneur
and a major reason new businesses fail. Jenny Kassan shows how anyone
can build capital without relying on traditional methods.

Based on her 10+ years working with small businesses, Kassen says the
landscape of investment capital is far larger and more diverse than many
would have you believe. Venture capitalists looking for a 10x return on their
investment are a tiny minority, and many investors are just as mission-driven
as entrepreneurs. Kassan takes readers through a six-step process to create
a customized capital-raising plan, one that inspires them, excites them, and is
in complete agreement with their business, their values, and their lives. This
book will help as many people as possible turn their big, bold world-changing
visions into reality.

Author Bio

Jenny Kassan has been an attorney for social enterprises for 21 years. She is
also a certified transformational coach, social entrepreneur, and finance
innovator. Her formula for mission-aligned capital raising has helped diverse
entrepreneurs throughout the country raise millions of dollars on their own
terms.

Berrett-Koehler Publishers
On Sale: Oct 9/17
5.50 x 8.50 • 192 pages
9781523084715 • $27.95 • pb
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Notes

Promotion
AUDIENCE
 -  Entrepreneurs, particularly social entrepreneurs
 -  Attorneys and legal council to entrepreneurs
 -  MBA and law school students

MARKETING AND PUBLICITY HIGHLIGHTS
-  National publicity outreach to entrepreneurship and

business media, including Wired, Fast Company,
Entrepreneur, Inc., Fortune, Success, Huffington Post,
Strategy + Business, Fortune, Forbes
-  Promotion in association with Kassan's 30+

speaking engagements a year-book will be launching
at SOCAP October 10-13, 2017
-  Aggressive promotion through social media

outreach, including Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn, in
association with an online marketing company
-  Grassroots marketing though the associations

Kassan belongs to, including the American
Sustainable Business Council, which will be partnering
to promote the book, and Democracy Collaborative,
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Stand up to Stigma
How We Reject Fear and Shame
by Pernessa Seele

“Stigma” is a simple two-syllable word, yet a powerful expression that conjures
up a variety of feelings for many people based on an array of social factors.
We all have the tendency to sit on our high horses and proclaim how
progressive and civilized we’ve become. However, the reality is that we
experience the burden of stigma in the United States in both our public and
private lives every day.

Dr. Pernessa Seele teaches readers that with practical stigma management,
beginning with exposing the problems, we can transform the public
conversation to be guided by acceptance and reserving our negative
judgments. If we are honest and committed to exposing the problems, each of
us can vividly see how we privately mark people who are and have been
incarnated, those addicted to drugs, people who live in low income
neighborhoods, same gender loving people, as well as individuals suffering
from certain diseases. It is in these conversations that we can educate
ourselves and engage with others we have stigmatized in the past, ultimately
leading us to change our language from a negative outlook to that of inclusion
and mending social divides.

Supported by her wealth of knowledge and decades of experience, Dr. Seele
imagines a world that few people can. She envisions that in eliminating
stigmas about people different from us, we can change representations in the
media, laws and policies targeting stigmatized groups, and set an example for
future generations

Author Bio

Pernessa C. Seele is an American immunologist and interfaith public health
activist. She is the CEO and founder of Balm in Gilead, Inc., a religious-based
organization that provides support to people with AIDS and their families, as
well as working for prevention of HIV and AIDS. Through a cooperative
agreement with the CDC, the Balm in Gilead, Inc. operates the Black Church
HIV/AIDS National Technical Assistance Center. Balm in Gilead, Inc. serves
and connects 10,000 churches and 70 community organizations in the United
States, some African nations, and the Caribbean.

Berrett-Koehler Publishers
On Sale: Oct 9/17
5.50 x 8.50 • 192 pages
9781626569379 • $25.50 • pb
Family & Relationships / Prejudice

Notes

Promotion
AUDIENCE
 -  Balm In Gilead Members (author's organization)
 -  Diversity Professionals
 -  Civil Rights Activists
 -  Pastors
 -  Community Organizers

MARKETING AND PUBLICITY HIGHLIGHTS
+ National publicity, promotion, and social media
campaign to progressive media
+ Promotion through non-profit organization network,
The Balm in Gilead, Inc., which serves over 10,000
faith institutions aiding in implementing health
education and service programs
+ Publicity campaign to regional media (radio, TV, print
& online) and social media outreach to Dr. Seele's
networks
+ Content placement in key publications such as
Ebony, Essence, TIME, HuffPo, Everyday Feminism,
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Tell Me About Yourself
Six Steps for Accurate and Artful Self-Definition
by Holley Murchison

When there’s just one chance to make a first impression, the way we express
who we are becomes the most important part of our conversations. Making a
bad impression puts our potential for success on shaky ground, thereby
stunting our growth and chance to make an impact in the world. This is exactly
why Founder & CEO Holley Murchison created, Tell Me About Yourself, a
proven 6-step training process and book designed to help you craft and
deliver comprehensive, compelling, and generally kick-ass introductions.

From artists to entrepreneurs, students looking for their first jobs to
organizational leaders, public figures and speakers, Tell Me About Yourself
helps bolster confidence and authentic communication in life’s most
vulnerable moments.

Author Bio

Holley Murchison is founder & CEO of Oratory Glory, a communication agency
and speaker collective catalyzing diversity by amplifying marginalized voices.
She is currently Entrepreneur-in-Residence at Oberlin College and resides in
Oakland, California.
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Up Is Not the Only Way
Rethinking Career Mobility
by Beverly Kaye, Lynn Cowart and Lindy Williams

Over and over managers hear employees asking, “Do I have a future here?”
Many managers and leaders struggle with the fact that they simply cannot
deliver vertical moves or promotions for every employee who wants or even
deserves that option.

Up is Not the Only Way introduces the concept of flexibility and agility, and the
multiple ways employees can grow, learn and build a career as the way to
solve the problems of immobility and retention. Managers need the tools for
building rich dialogue about career mobility and dynamic workplaces that
demand resilient talent at all levels. The key is communicating effectively and
comfortably around the topic of career options that span across a spectrum of
employee engagement. From those who are ready and want to move, to
those who are satisfied to stay right where they are, and even for those who
have no idea what the next opportunity might be, this book provides a way
through these tough conversations. Up Is Not the Only Way distills the
solutions to complex issues involving engagement and retention in a simple
and practical way.

Author Bio

Beverly Kaye is the founder of Career Systems International (CSI) and is a
global leader in developing and delivering innovative, action-based talent
management solutions. She is the co-author of Love ‘Em or Lose ‘Em, Help
Them Grow or Watch Them Go and Hello Stay Interviews, Goodbye Talent
Loss.

Lynn Cowart is responsible for the quality delivery and implementation of
Career Systems International’s learning solutions, which includes facilitation,
coaching and consulting and plays a strategic role in the development and
certification of CSI’s facilitators and trainers.
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AUDIENCE
 -  Managers at all levels
 -  Career coaches
 -  HR professionals
 -  Career development programs

MARKETING AND PUBLICITY HIGHLIGHTS
+ $30,000 marketing and publicity budget
+ National publicity campaign targeting Fast Company,
Fortune, USA Today, Washington Post, Pink,
Enterprising Woman, Training Magazine, Workforce
Management
+ Monthly articles in CLO (Chief Learning Officer)
Magazine, T&D Magazine, and Talent Management
Magazine
+ Online publicity targeting workmatters.com,
careerbuilder.com, monster.com
+ Aggressive promotions through Career Systems
International and its database of over 60,000 contacts
through a monthly e-newsletter and monthly webinars
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